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Abstract—Critical thinking skills are fundamental abilities that every student should have in order to manage their behaviour and academic problems. The aim of this study is to determine the effect of the application of the Search Solve Create Share (SSCS) learning model on students’ critical thinking skills. The study used Quantitative Approach with Quasi Experimental Method with Pre-test Post-test Control Group Design. The sampling technique was carried out by Random Purposive Sampling way selecting two classes that had comparable ability (in learning physics subject). These two classes then divided into experimental with 30 students, and control group with the same number of students. In the experimental group, The SSCS model was used to treat them, while in the control group direct instruction was used. The data were analysed by comparing the value of n-Gain and then tested using the T-Test with Independent Sample. The results showed that the average n-Gain had significant different results. The total answer, n-Gain value for each critical thinking function shows better results in the experimental group than the control group. In general conclusion, the SSCS model has a serious effect on improving students’ critical thinking skills.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Considering that the teacher is directly involved in learning process since planning tell the implementation, the learning success measures is the succeed of learning activities itself [1]. Students learning outcomes are influenced by internal factor such as reduced learning ability or learning loss and environment factors such as learning media, learning facilities and teacher quality [2]. More, several observations says that the students low learning outcomes in recent years have been influenced by a lot of factors, including the method used does not hit the mark and the lack of students’ critical thinking skills [3].

Skills of thinking critically in academic aspect are fundamental in preparing students to be able to make their own right decisions, to become mature in thinking, and had better concept in pursuing their goals. In some ways, critical thinking and divergent thinking are compatible. Divergent thinking is a thought process that generates creative ideas by examining many possible solutions. By contrast, Convergent thinking is a way of thinking that focuses on finding a single well-established solution to a problem, that do not require significant critical way [4].

Thinking critically is one of the most crucial cognitive skills can develop [5]. The 2015 Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) survey showed, Indonesia was ranked 69 out of 76 countries in matter of poor learning competence which bring low critical thinking skills to students [6].

One of factors lack Critical Thinking Skills (CTS) are caused by learning process which continues to focus on providing the “correct” answer to standard questions that do not necessitate significant creativity, such as most school tasks and standardized multiple-choice tests for intelligence. Whereas critical skills in solving analytical questions often discarded [7]. Critical thinking is composed of several behaviour tendencies (curiosity and open thinking) and knowledge skills (analysis, inference, and evaluation) [8]. Another problem issues, is due to the lack of high-level thinking skills in producing alternative problem solving, one of which is critical thinking purpose [9]. Research from Maulana et al [10], low critical thinking skills are shown by the learning...
process focused on writing books and memorization so that only emphasizes the student’s achievement in credits without understanding the concept.

All factors described above, leads to one notable problem, it is about students are not used in high orders thinking skills. Difficulty in understanding concept and formulas (in physics subject) also impact to students credits on National Exam (UN). Data for 2018 shows that the average national examination (UN) for high school student score in Aceh are the lowest from all over the province, it is 40.45. The average high school student score of the UN for physics subject in Banda Aceh in 2018 was 36.48, it falls steadily since 2016 to 2018. In 2016 the score was 55.21, in 2017 it decreases dramatically into 38.32 and continued to decline in 2018 into 35.18, the lowest level around Indonesia. Based on the data, it is clearly that critical thinking skills are affect the student learning outcomes.

Based on the early observation in SMA Negeri 9 Banda Aceh, information acquired that: (1) Critical thinking skills are in frequently applied in their learnings process (2) There are only 10 students who successfully passed the temperature and heat material exams (physics subject test) (3) students competence in high order thinking skills is rarely applied, even the school has implemented the 2013 curriculum (which focus on HOTS(High Order Thinking Skills)) (4) Learning activities are still based on teacher-centred that causing students less able develop discussion and critical thinking skills in groups, (5) students only relying on the teacher explanation without direct practice or individual rehearsal.

The teacher has tried to help students in the process of learning but has not been able to detect the difficulties because of students different thinking ability. Several methods can be used to solve critical thinking in learnings problems, one of all is by applying learning model that plays an important role in overcoming problems in learning. One of model for learning that fit to the critical thinking problem is the Search, Solve, Create and Share (SSCS) model learning. The SSCS applied as problem solving approach designed to develop critical thinking skills and increase understanding of scientific concepts [11]. The SSCS learning model is a model that give’s students the opportunity to explore their thinking so that they can solve problems systematically and actively discuss when the learning going [12]. Through this article is expected to be an extra empirical occurrence of how the SSCS learning model affects the development of critical thinking in high school students, particularly when learning about temperature and heat in class XI physics subject.

II. RESEARCH METHODS

The research held in high school SMAN 9 Banda Aceh using quantitative approach with protest post-test control group design. The population in this research were all of student in second grade high school SMAN 9 Banda Aceh. The sample selected by using Purposive Random Sampling Technique. After selecting two classes that have the similar physic ability characteristics, one class was chosen randomly as the experimental group and the other as the control class with each class consisting of 30 students. The indicators measured in this research were students critical thinking skills in temperature and heat physics subject taught using Search, Solve, Create and Share (SSCS) learning model. The instrument used in this research are the 7 themes essay questions to measure critical thinking skills and the 10 items multiple choice questions to measure the results of thinking in the learning, both instruments have been validated and tested. T Test and percentage formula is used in the data analysis technique. The research procedure was, First, both of class are given pretest questions. Second, carried out learning activities as in learning plan (RPP) by applying the SSCS model to the experimental class with direct instruction model of learning. The last, providing post-test questions to both of class in purpose to determine the students learning capability after being treated in the experimental class. Data analysis techniques to determine Critical thinking skills of students were analysed by normality, homogeneity, and the t-test of the N-gain to see the increase student critical thinking skills.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Data on critical thinking skills in statistical tests that are normally distributed and homogeneous can be determined by performing the normality and homogeneity test as a prerequisite for the hypothesis (T Test). The Chi Square Test is used to derive the normality test. The T Test is used to ascertain the hypothesis test. The n-Gain value of the experimental class and the control class were used as t-test data, in proposing to watch increase value in both variable. The homogeneity was tested by the F-test. Indicators of critical thinking skills used in this study refer to Enns’ indicators of critical thinking skills. Students’ critical thinking skills are measured through the questions distributed at the end of experiment time. The effect of SSCS in increasing the CTS, the average difference for n-Gain experiment and n-Gain control are tested. More details can be seen in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Average scores</th>
<th>Normality*</th>
<th>Homogeneity **</th>
<th>Significance ***</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experim ent Group</td>
<td>60,80</td>
<td>$X^2_{30} &lt; X^2_{0.05}$ (0.02) $&lt; (5.991)$ (Normality)</td>
<td>$F_{0.05} &lt; F_{0.05}$ (0.38) $&lt; (1.84)$ (Homogeneity)</td>
<td>$t_{0.05} &lt; t_{0.05}$ (3.09) $&lt; (1.68)$ (Significance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Group</td>
<td>52,07</td>
<td>$X^2_{30} &lt; X^2_{0.05}$ (4.57) $&lt; (5.991)$ (Normality)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Annotation:
- *) = Chi Square Test (Normality, score $X^2_{30} < X^2_{0.05}$ $\alpha=0.05$)
- ***) = F test (Homogeneity, score $F_{0.05} < F_{0.05}$, $\alpha=0.05$)

Table 1. Average Value Test for N-Gain Experiment and N-Gain control.
The normality test finding obtained in both the experimental and control groups were generally distributed. The homogeneity test was then performed to see if the data had a homogeneous variance. So that the experimental class and control class data had homogeneous data variance, it could be inferred. The mean test is used to test both normal and homogeneous data, and the results of the analyses show that the average n-Gain value of the experimental and control classes is different, after calculating with the t test it is known that $t_{ob} > t_{table}$ or $3.09 > 1.68$ so that the conclusion of the value of the experimental class and the control class is significantly different. It is clearly that there is a significant better difference to student critical thinking skills in the application of the SSCS learning model. The results of the CTSn-Gain data analysis can be seen in the following table. Based on the table, the average pretest and post-test scores in the experiment and control class varies for each observed indicator. The criteria for each indicator observed in the experimental class were in the good category, while the control class was also in the good category and the ample category. The increase in the average score of the student CTS indicator is given in the CTSn-Gain in the table. Recapitulation of the n-Gain value of the pretest post-test experimental class and control class in the posttest pretest experimental class and control class. Table 2 below shows the N-Gain results for the average CTS indicator score.

**TABLE II. THE RESULTS OF THE N-GAIN CTS ANALYSIS OF INDICATORS IN THE EXPERIMENT AND CONTROL GROUP**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>CTS n-Gain Average</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Giving simple explanation</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Build basic skills</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Summarizing</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Provide further explanation</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Strategize tactics</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 showed the graph of the recaptitulation of the n-Gain results of the average score of the CTS indicator for the experimental and control group from the average score of the pretest and post-test scores on each indicator by looking on the n-Gain value. Based on the table, it can be shown that students in the experimental class control class obtained a variable n-Gain for each CTSn-Gain. The category for the experimental class to obtain an n-Gain value denotes that the indicator providing further explanation has the highest value, and it is included in the high category. The lowest n-Gain value shown on the indicator provides a simple explanation and is included in the medium category. In the control class there are 3 indicators which are categorized as moderate, it is providing simple explanations, building basic skills and arranging tactical strategies. The highest n-Gain value in the control class is the indicator providing further explanation. Based on the n-Gain graph, it can be concluded that the indicator providing a simple explanation has the lowest n-Gain value compared to other CTS indicators in the experimental and control class.

Based on all indicators, it was discovered that the experimental class pupils' CTS increased more than the control class. The experimental class's average n-Gain value was included in the medium and high categories, while the control class was included in the medium category. The data was in accordance with the findings of the average difference test for the n-Gan data in the table of the n-Gan difference test in general, which proves that there is a significant increase in students' critical thinking for both the experimental and control classes.

The CTS indicator providing further explanation has the highest average n-Gain value, means that most students able answering questions that are included in the CTS indicator correctly. In the SSCS learning model there is a solve or problem-solving stage where students doing activities in collecting data, analysing data and make decisions in the group to find solutions (connecting their knowledge with the concepts they are working on). Rakhi's statement on the solve stage, students had success train their high-order thinking skills when they analyse how to solve problems [13]. The indicator providing a simple explanation that the lowest n-Gain average value, this means that only a small percentage of students can properly answer the questions in the CTS indicator.

The factor that affects the improvement of CTS in the experimental class is more significant than the control class is the application of the SSCS learning model. Saregar, et al. revealed that problem solving-based learning are very important to applied because it helps students remember information longer by it is examples, understanding more when given the opportunity to try to solve problems themselves, otherwise they will quickly forget material that is only explained verbally in learning [14].

The increase in critical thinking skills on each indicator with high and significant value is in the experimental class because the usage of the SSCS teaching strategy has invited students to improve thinking skills so that they can comprehend the idea of physics based on a scientific approach to problem solving [15]. Therefore, when faced questions of critical thinking skills, students can answer these questions well. According to Falah's research; Hatari; and Lukitasari; According to Febriyant et al, using the SSCS learning model has a greater impact on improving student CTS than using traditional learning methods [17-19]. The findings of the study show that using the Search, Solve, Create, and Share (SSCS) learning model to improve critical thinking skills has a positive impact (CTS). This is indicated by a significant increase in the CTS test value between before and after the SSCS learning model was applied (pretest and post-test).

**IV. CONCLUSION**

Students' critical thinking skills are improved when they use the Search Solve Create and Share learning model. This is proven by the results of the average difference test showing $t_{ob}$
The n-Gain average score for the indicator which has the highest value is the indicator providing further explanation and the lowest n-Gain average score is the indicator providing a simple explanation. It can be concluded that Search, Solve, Create, and Share learning model has a significant impact on students' critical thinking skills.
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